Cold Compression
FlowBoot
™*

*U.S. and Foreign Patent Pending

MADE IN USA

New Memory Soft
Compression Technology
No constricting hoses or cables
No annoying readjusting

Long lasting Cold Compression
Easy to use design

956-551-2828 FlowBoot.com

Cold Compression FlowBoot
™*

Directions
1. Soak boots in water over night,
then place individually in a plastic bag.
2. Stuff the top of the bag inside the middle portion of the boots
to keep sides from touching and place in freezer until frozen.
(The plastic keeps the boots from sticking to each other and to the freezer.)

3. When ready to use, thaw the boot slightly
in water or add a little water to plastic.
4. Once pliable, strap on boots with the wrap.
5. Leave the boots on 20 to 30 minutes.
(20 minutes is what the medical field recommends, but if
there is an injury or hot spot, reapply multiple times.)

6. If on the road, keep the boots in ice water.
*It’s best to use when the horses body is already
cooled off. Rubbing alcohol can be used to disinfect
and will help the cold. Water is the conducting
element and transfers the cold, best when wet.

• Cold
compression
is significantly
colder than ice
alone due to
improved skin
contact.
• Tissue reaches its
lowest temperature
faster and the tissue
maintains its
coolness even after
treatment ends.
• Flowboot targets the
superficial digital flexor
tendon and proximal
sesamoid area where
most problems occur.
• Keeping the heat and
swelling out promotes
recovery and prevents
soreness.

Our Guarantee: We take great pride in the quality of our products and stand
behind everything we sell. If you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, you
can return it for full product refund. Items must be returned within 45 days of purchase.
Warning: Wraps are not to be used without the boots. This can cause damage to tendons.

FOR QUESTIONS, CONTACT: WWW.FLOWBOOT.COM OR CALL 956.551.2828
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